
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE
002 $32.44 $33.67 $35.08 $36.53 $37.94 $39.37 $40.80 $42.26 $43.69 $45.12 $46.52 $47.20 $47.97 $47.97 $49.37 $50.82 $50.82 $51.94 $53.60 $53.60 $55.45 $55.45 $56.84 $56.84 $58.25 $58.25 $58.93 $58.93 $59.61 $60.20 $60.79

$/mth $5,623 $5,836 $6,081 $6,332 $6,576 $6,824 $7,072 $7,325 $7,573 $7,821 $8,063 $8,181 $8,315 $8,315 $8,557 $8,809 $8,809 $9,003 $9,291 $9,291 $9,611 $9,611 $9,852 $9,852 $10,097 $10,097 $10,215 $10,215 $10,332 $10,435 $10,537
$/yr $67,475 $70,034 $72,966 $75,982 $78,915 $81,890 $84,864 $87,901 $90,875 $93,850 $96,762 $98,176 $99,778 $99,778 $102,690 $105,706 $105,706 $108,035 $111,488 $111,488 $115,336 $115,336 $118,227 $118,227 $121,160 $121,160 $122,574 $122,574 $123,989 $125,216 $126,443
003 $34.91 $36.45 $38.01 $39.56 $41.13 $42.66 $44.24 $45.80 $47.34 $48.86 $50.45 $51.22 $51.99 $52.24 $52.49 $55.05 $55.60 $56.15 $56.70 $56.70 $58.32 $58.32 $59.19 $59.19 $60.37 $60.37 $61.58 $61.58 $62.81 $64.70 $0.00

$/mth $6,051 $6,318 $6,588 $6,857 $7,129 $7,394 $7,668 $7,939 $8,206 $8,469 $8,745 $8,878 $9,012 $9,055 $9,098 $9,542 $9,637 $9,733 $9,828 $9,828 $10,109 $10,109 $10,260 $10,260 $10,464 $10,464 $10,674 $10,674 $10,887 $11,215 $0
$/yr $72,613 $75,816 $79,061 $82,285 $85,550 $88,733 $92,019 $95,264 $98,467 $101,629 $104,936 $106,538 $108,139 $108,659 $109,179 $114,504 $115,648 $116,792 $117,936 $117,936 $121,306 $121,306 $123,115 $123,115 $125,570 $125,570 $128,086 $128,086 $130,645 $134,576 $0
004 $34.94 $36.17 $37.58 $39.03 $40.44 $41.87 $43.30 $44.76 $46.19 $47.62 $49.02 $49.70 $50.47 $50.47 $51.87 $53.32 $53.32 $54.44 $56.10 $56.10 $57.95 $57.95 $59.34 $59.34 $60.75 $60.75 $61.43 $61.43 $62.11 $62.70 $63.29

$/mth $6,056 $6,269 $6,514 $6,765 $7,010 $7,257 $7,505 $7,758 $8,006 $8,254 $8,497 $8,615 $8,748 $8,748 $8,991 $9,242 $9,242 $9,436 $9,724 $9,724 $10,045 $10,045 $10,286 $10,286 $10,530 $10,530 $10,648 $10,648 $10,766 $10,868 $10,970
$/yr $72,675 $75,234 $78,166 $81,182 $84,115 $87,090 $90,064 $93,101 $96,075 $99,050 $101,962 $103,376 $104,978 $104,978 $107,890 $110,906 $110,906 $113,235 $116,688 $116,688 $120,536 $120,536 $123,427 $123,427 $126,360 $126,360 $127,774 $127,774 $129,189 $130,416 $131,643
005 $37.44 $38.67 $40.08 $41.53 $42.94 $44.37 $45.80 $47.26 $48.69 $50.12 $51.52 $52.20 $52.97 $52.97 $54.37 $55.82 $55.82 $56.94 $58.60 $58.60 $60.45 $60.45 $61.84 $61.84 $63.25 $63.25 $63.93 $63.93 $64.61 $65.20 $65.79

$/mth $6,490 $6,703 $6,947 $7,199 $7,443 $7,691 $7,939 $8,192 $8,440 $8,687 $8,930 $9,048 $9,181 $9,181 $9,424 $9,675 $9,675 $9,870 $10,157 $10,157 $10,478 $10,478 $10,719 $10,719 $10,963 $10,963 $11,081 $11,081 $11,199 $11,301 $11,404
$/yr $77,875 $80,434 $83,366 $86,382 $89,315 $92,290 $95,264 $98,301 $101,275 $104,250 $107,162 $108,576 $110,178 $110,178 $113,090 $116,106 $116,106 $118,435 $121,888 $121,888 $125,736 $125,736 $128,627 $128,627 $131,560 $131,560 $132,974 $132,974 $134,389 $135,616 $136,843
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